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It is axiomatic not only in thesocial sciences in 
general but in cOllllllun:'cation in -p&r'blcular that the ling
uistic system or encoding slTmbols utilized by an ob
server play a fundamental role in the perceptions of that 
observer and in the cognitJve processing of data yielded 
by SUCll perceptlons. The Levelopmen'c of lan(l;uage, from 
thi s stand-point, way b0 seen to p,~ovide a set of shared 
symbol' by whicb. ObS81"70rS can appl;;' common perceptual 
frameworks to yield incr'easj,ngly consensual statements 
about their perceptio;lS. 

Science too ma.y oe encohlpassed within this view, and 
the past centur·;y- 1'1.""s socn the emergence of a consi stent 
and appealing vlew o~ s()i(;,we as an extension of this fun
damental human process, La:~Gel~' thr'ough the work of 
Lagrange (1788), Helmho:i.tz (1869), Mach (1883), Hertz 
(1894), PO).ncare (19 n), K113te:nl (1952) and many others. 
many physicists ha7e come to see the principle work of sCience 
as the developmen'c of shaled sYMbol sys'Gei:ls and relations 
defined on those sysillols wh".ch define the domain of possible 
perceptions, whi ch a::e set ; u'co cOl"~"espondence with per
oeptions of observel's. Suc[J a sot of symbols, along with 
a stipulation of the ,~e~Lations possible among the elements 
of the set and rules for settj.ng the symboJ.s into corres
pondence with perceptions of observers constitute a scien
tific theory. SCientil'ic theories can be said to be an 
advance over everyd.[w language in three ways: first. 
wi thin the domair; of phenomena to whi ch they apply. they 
are more complete, that 1.S, no llatter how finely obser
vations may be discriminated, some symbol in the set may 
be set into correspvndence with eaell percept. Second, the 
relations defined on the set -- that is, the relations 
among percepts considered possible --- are logically con
sistent according to some .Lule. 'I'hir'd, rules for establish
ing correspondimce betNeen symbols and per0epts are more 
clearly and consens\l.all;:r speci/ied, To the extent to 1>Thich 
these criteria a7.'e met, scientific theories create increas
ed predictive capabLLi 'C;T i.n 'chose who understand them. 

This paper presents the thesis that the notions of 
percei ved di scre1].'mcy" and t:lJ!fe, l-ihen setinto correspon
dence wi-;;h the E'et of Clomplex numbers, along with the re
lations definecl by multi-dimensional scaling and physical 
meohanics, proville a theory whiClh is consistently superior 
to ordinary language systems for the perception and pre
diction of communication phenomena. 
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Contemporary scientists (Kramer, 1970) and philoso
phers of science (Reichenbach, 1951) generally agree that 
scientific theories have their ultimate roots in certain 
fundamental or primitive variables which cannot be defined 
in terms of yet more basic concepts, but rather are de
fined, Zollowing Kant, by s~me ~iori call to the ex
perience of observers. The fundamental variables of phys
ics ~re usuallY considered to be distance, time, force or 
mass and temperature. (King, 1962) Of these, two -
distance and time -- a~e special in that they alone re
fer directly to obser'vations made by observers. These are 
Usually called descriptive fundamental variables, whereas 
the latter are deriveable as ratios of the two descrip
tive variables and are usually called fundamental explana
tory variables. From these vax'iables all others in modern 
physical science may be derived. 

This paper suggests that all variables required for 
a useful science of communication phenomena can similarly 
be derived from two fundamental variables, perceived dis
crepancy and time. Since time in communication is the 
same as time in physical science, perceived discrepancy 
will be treated here initially, but time and its relation 
to discrepency will be discussed shortly. 

Perceived discrepancy as a fundamental descriptive variable: 

In his now classic text, (Torgerson, 1958) l~arren 
Torgerson established a classification scheme which, in 
spite of SUbstantial technical advances, remains a viable 
and exhaustive system for the description of known psycho
logical measurement procedures. Among other criteria, 
scaling methods may be described in terms of the information 

1.) Since force and mass are reciprocals, that is, 

F = mla or a = Flm , only one of the two need be con
sidered. Some writers include angle as a fundmental variable, 
but angle can be derived from the ratio of the chord of 
a circle included in the 8.nRle to the radius of the circle, 
both of which are measures of distance. 
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they require from respondents. In the most demanding 
case (which Torgerson calls categorical subjective esti
mate methods) subjects are required to distinguish for a 
series of stimuli how much of some attribute each po
ssesses or represents. (How tall is Mary?) Implicit in 
this task is a comparison among stimuli in which each is 
distinguished or "discriminated" from all others in 
terms of the absolute amount of some attribute or qual
ity they possess or represent. Less demanding scaling me
thods, such as the comparatl ve variability mod (' 18, sim
ply require that subjects discriminate stimuli from each 
other with regard to stated attributes, but dO.not re
quire a quantitative estimate of the magnitude of the 
discrepancy. If we remove finally even the notion of 
attri bute, the simplest judgment rh~.t could bf' ..,,,dr' about 
the relation between two stimuli i '" whether they -
be distinguished at all. At the basis of every perception 
lies the fundamental notion of discrepancy. 

Within the limits of current knowledge, these dis
criminations of difference between objects cannot be de
fined or accounted for by yet more fundamental concepts j 

that is, there is no way that the exporimenter can speci
fy what is meant by "different" in the question "are A 
and B different?", or even the question "are a and b 
different in pitch?", or "are a and i3 different in length?" 
Such measurements require the assumption that each re
spondent can in an a priori way defino "difference" and 
relate it to his or-her perception. The definition of 
"different" is ultimately made not by the experimenter but 
rather by the respondent and in that sense is £ priori 
or fundamental £IS that word is used here. To be sure, 
giscrepancies of many different kinds may be identified; 
stimuli migfit aurer in terms of' cOTo~tensi ty, pitch, 
hardness or in other ways, and even physical distance can 
be seen as the special case of discrepancy in location, 
but all these differences share ultimately the more funda
mental netion of simple difference or discrepancy. This 
means that all perception, information and communication 
can be derivod from the fundamental notion of discrepacny. 

Assuming thE\t "perceived discrepancy" may be considered 
a fundamental concept, the next step in the development of 
a measure of this concept is the specification of rules or 
procedures for the estimation of relative magnitudes of 
discrepancies. 
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Here Einstein's conception of the measurement of distqnce 
is instructive: (Einstein, 1961) 

Tor this purpose(the measurement of distance) we 
require a ;'distance" (Rod S) ~Thich 1s to be used 
once and for all, and which we employ as a 
standard measure. If, now, A and B are two 
points on a rigid body, we can construct the line 
joining them according to the rules of geometry; 
then, starting from A, we can mark off the distance 
S time after time until we reach B. The number of 
these operations required is the numerical ' 
measure of the distance AB This is the basis of all 
measurement of length. 

Einstein's mea~urement procedure is two-staged: 
first, an arbitrary distance (or discrep~ncy, in the 
general case) is stipulated by the scientist. It is vital 
to note that rules for the perception or me~surement of 
this initial measurement distrunce or discrepancy are not 
stated; rather the scientist must assume the subject and 
himself/herself share a CODDon referent for the ordianry 
language symbol "distance" or "difference", and that the 
subject can make this initial recognition unaided by fur
ther definition. Ul tino.tely it is thi s 1:!. priori call to 
cor.mon experience o.s codified in ordinary lE'nguage s'y,bols 
that establishes a link between the everyday experience 
of the observer and the scientific theory. 

Secondly, the scientist specifies a rule by whichother 
instances of distance or discrepancy are to be compared to 
this unity. In this case, the observer is asked to make 
ratio comparisons of all other distances or discrepancies 
to this arbitrary standard. Clearly, fund=ental measure
ment represents a joint actlvity of scientist and observer. 

2 .) Hhile the choice of the unit of nensure is arbitrary, 
choice of different standards will have consequences for 
tho patterns of measurements nade with the sysetm. Choosing 
as Rod S sone ordinary longuage synbol who relation to 
other such symbols is ",table over tirle night nake results 
of the measurement nore cleo.rly interpretable in terns of 
the ordinary language system tho.t would a Rod S defined 
by a symbol whose meaning fluctuates in the vernacular 
system. Good scaling practice, furtherMore, would suggest 
a standard midwny between the large' and smallest discrep
ancy likely to be encountered, so that judgnents of extreme
ly large or extrememly ~all discrepancies are minimized. 
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Since this technique yieldp both ~ true zero (that 
is, no difference between two stimuli) p..nd .'1. standard unit 
or interval of TJle8.pure (Rod .'O), it may be PAAn to conpti
tute, by definition, a ratio scalA whope validity restR 
on the conventional lingui,,'cic symbol 8Y8tem, This means 
that nwnbers yielded by these p~'ocedures r0pre8ent dis
crepancies among stimuli as they appear to the re8Pondent, 
rather than as defined by the scientist's fiat. Formally, 
these procedures performed for a single observAr over the 
(N(N-l))'/2 possible non·-redundant pairs of N stimuli, 
yield the lIT X lIT symmeti:i.0 iuatrix S (see figure one) where 
any cell Sij represents the discrepancy or difference be
tween the ith and jth stimuli as reported by the observer 
and expressed as a-'ratio to some al'bi 'crary di screpancy S;ry. 

Ini tip..lly the re00gnition of the fundamental depen
dence of this type of measurement on philo,8ophical assump
tions may be disqui.eting, but the pattern of response,s of 
subjects to the task yield evidencp. PArtinent to the validity 
of the §: prior}_ assumption. i3:pet:ifiGally, if the outcome8 
of these procedures yleld ;'lawful pRttern.8'·· RmOni': mea8ures, 
so that the results of' 0ertain RpplicRtion." of the mea8ure 
might be predicted by oth"'r measurements, A .8y"tom with 
predicti.ve validity can be> 80en to exist. 

Several such outcome8 are possible. Fir8t, respondents 
may fail to respond Rt Rll, indicating theW are unable 
to make the observation required, and in such casep the 
assumption must bo ho:d suspect. second, subjects may re
spond, but responsos aoross ind:i.viduals might vary grontly 
and unsystomatically. In this C(180, the assumption that 
all persons make the SRIDe observations in accordRnce with 
the same principl.es l s flUspe0t, ThL::d, we might find thRt 
responses made be- 8Xl indi ,':"d.ual are randomly rf>lated to re
sponses made by tho same individual at subsequent times, 
in which case we could not assume the same subject makes 
the same §: J.l£1-'£'I.i_ observations across time. Finally, we 
might find systematic agreement illilong the re&~Onses of in
dividual,s over time anc./or across indiViduals, or even 
within an aggregate of ind:"vidual responsos Rcross time. 
These outcomes s1.'.pport stronger or weaker variations of the 
hypothesiS favo~'ing the a priori capRbili ties of observers. 
The validity of tho 8ystem of fundqmental me8.8urement of 
percei ved 1i screp('.ncies can be shown operationally, thero
fore, by the demonstration of extensive patterning among 
the variables so measured. 
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The Geometry of Discrepancy: 

The concept of a geometry of discrepancy capitalizes 
on the recognition that physical distance is a special case 
of discrepancy in general, and therefore is isomorphic to 
discrepancy in formal structure. Since this is so, the 
seperation or difference between two discrepant stimuli may 
be depioted as a distance. Sinoe the procedures for meas
uring and conceiving di stance are so well i'trticulated and 
widely shared, they represent a useful set of symbols or 
"psychological framework" for interpreting discrepancies. 
The discrepancy score for any cell Sij of the discrepancy 
matrix S may be pictured as a distance between the ith 
and the .ith stimuli. The interrelations of all these dis
tances can-be seen to result in a shape or geometric pattern 
among the stimuli. Thus consider the matrix: 

ABC 
A 0 0 0 

o 0 

C 0 

Here, since sAB = s~c = sBC = 0, the three stimuli lie on 
a point in a 0 dimesn~onal space. In the Matrix 

s = 

A 

A 0 

B 

C 

B 

1 

o 

c 

J 

2 

o 

the discrepanCies form a line segment in a one-dimensional 
space, that is, 

~------- J UNITS 1 

-1 UNIT - * 2 UNITS --4 , 
A 



and the matrix 

s 

A 

B 

c 
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A 

o 

B c 

I 2.5 

o 2 

o 

represents a triangle in a two-dimensional space 

A I urnf B 

and finally the matrix 

s = 

A 

B 

c 

A 

o 

L 

B c 

I 4 

o 2 

o 

represents a complex (non-Euclidian) space of 2 dimensions. 
In general, the configuration will always b8 a geometric 
shape which fits into a space of k n - I dimensions 
for U stimuli. Figure two represents the spatial pattern 
underlying the discrepancy matrix of city locations presented 
in figure one. 

(figure two about here) 
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Thi s geomet:do reallzation makes it simple to state 
the intuitive basis for the val:"Ldity of the fundamental 
measure of d:Lscrepan,c;y-: 3imilal'ity of patterns across 
individuals is given by the extent to which these configu
rations are congruent acros., indi.viduals. Over time pat
ternning is shown by stabD.~ ty ,--,.nd relative continuity of 
the shape over time. Noise or rando:n components will be 
represented as :c'apid :random motion or "jiggle" in the 
shape over tine, ratho:;.' like 'ca;'Jera shake' in a movie. 
Should tho cOllfigu:cati on meet tl1e se o:'i teria, evidence for 
the validity of 'che p::.'ooedu:'e should be cmlsidered substan
tial, since Cleal'!.y such L::twfully changing patterns can 
provide a basis for pnc~:.::'etions of future states of the 
configuration, or' for prodi()ti.L'lg the observations of one 
observer from t:'lC observations made by another. 

Metric Mul ticliillonsioD8.1 Scaling: 

Techniquos .. hien ~:ap the structuro of discrepancy 
or dissimilar!.'::y data Oll'Cc) a s-"aoo where they may be in
terpreted as tl:\.stanoes 8,re Nell kl:cown in the multidimen
sional scaling J.ito:rabu'o and havo been since Torgerson 
defined the p:cocedure. (To:cgerson, 1:150) COlliputational 
equations for Torgerson's ;:Jcthod, called metric or classi
calor Torgerson I:lulti.dimens.lonal scaling, have been de
tailed in several places (l'orgerson, 1958; Woelfel, 1974; 
Serota, 1974) but certain salient aspects deserve mention 
here. 

First, motX'ic r:ultidimensiona~_ sC8.11ing (MMDS) yiolds 
a coordinate systerJ of k ~ ':IT orthogonal dimonsions for N 
stimuli. Seco,ld, ':~ho mapping of' discropancies into this 
space is one-tn-ono, ':;:1a',' is, no inforillation is lost by 
MMDS. ,(hird, 'GDO fl'Xlc'c';.on ,,!ni0h naps discl'oponcies (sij) 
reportoe, by ~;he ro,spomlec'lts cato eli.stancos in tho 
spaco (s' i j) i. 8 the EL'.:;:p:.~o 

= S'ij 

that is, distan~·8s :\.11 'che s1'a'='o conf'orm eXQctly to discrep
ancios reported by tho :ces:;')uclent.. S;;:,ch a system of measure 
can bo seon t'J confo:;:m :.n osson-bal :cespects to the spatial 
coordinate SY3te"Q 0"' classical (a'1c1. Llorle:cn) mochanics. 
Should tho syston of' Eoe3uro "hich provides the input 
discrepancies teo tho I:;,:;DS proco"~s provo 'co hav~ predictive 
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validity, the exceptional conceptual apparatus developed 
by mechanics would therefore apply directly to the de
scription of whatever processes might be found in the 
data. .. 

As wo suggested earl~er, the structure of interrela
tions among disorepant stimuli will be convoyed in the 
MMDS space as a geometric pattern, and processes among 
the stimuli will be l'epresented as change in this pattern 
over time. Any single stimulus in the pattern will be 
described as the curve of a point through the space over 
time. (See figure three) 

·'f , , 

Figure J. Three-dimJnsional representation 'of a 
stimulus moving over time in a MMDS space. 

Following Lagrange (1788) this motion may be decomposed 
into its components along tho orthogonal dimensions, and 
velocities and accelerations may be computed as derivitives 
of the resulting curves against tiem, as (for a J space) 

Vt = ds = 9-si + 
dt dt 

Q~.j .... dSk 
dt dt 

where Vt = the volocity of tho point ~ at time t. 
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or, for k dimensions, 

Vt ds 
v, 

= -- r: as-
dt -.--~ 

dt 
-:. :.../ 

Similarly, accelerations in the space are given by the 
second derivitive: 

where at = the acceleration of the point p at some time t, 

Hhile these are, of course, only descriptive vnriables 
completely deriveable from the fundamental descriptive 
variables perceived discrepAncy and time, nonetheless 
extrapolatin g the curves into the future and integrating 
can be seen to yield predictions of future states of the 
pattern. Furthermore, the preciSion with which the state 
of the system can be meas1,;.:;:'oG. f:;:'om moment to moment enhances 
greatly the likolihood of identifyine; the sources of per
turbations in the pattern. 

These are very real advantages, and r:t discipline 
like communication which is sensitive to the effects of 
symbols on cognitive proceSJes should be especially cog
nizant of the advantages of gainine; the use of the elegant 
and elaborate symbolic apparatus of mechanics for the de
scription ofsoclal and ccmmunication processes. This, of 
course, would be a highly desirertble outcome, and we should 
therefore be attentive to arguments for nnd agninst the 
possibility that such a symbol system might be fitted to 
our experiences of social phenomena. 

Non metric scaling mod. Is: 

In spite of these potential advantages, psychometri
cians have spent relatively little energy on the development 
and use of the metric model since Torgerson's work, but have 
turned rrtther to the "non-metric" or ordinnl models. 
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Proponents of the non metric models generally reject 
the MMDS model on the basis of the fo1lm'ring assumptions: 
First, respondents are generally assumed to be unable to 
make reliable ratio judgments of discrep:mcies among 
stimuli. (Shephard, 1966, 1972; Kruskal, :966) Second, 
many psychometricians, for philosophical or heuristic 
reasons, resist the notion that k, the dimensionality 
of the space, should be left a freo parnmeter to be dis
covered inductively as a censeauence ef the rule for 
measuring distances, but rather feel k should be set 
at some arbitrarily small value and dist8nces (discrep:mcies) 
reported by observers adjusted accordingly; This last 
assumption is similar in in'vention to the practice of 
relativity theorists, who generally assume the 4'-dimensional 
character of the space-time continuum as an axiom and 
adjust distance observations to fit this constraint, but 
differs importantly in procedure. (\fleyl, 1952; Riemann, 
1953; Reichenbach, 1958) 

As a consecj"c,ence of Plccepting these assumptions, non
metric advocates :.) select some small nnd nrbitrary 
value of k; 2.) detelmine some algorithm (generally an 
iterative procedure) which transforms the configuration 
and its discrepancy relations in any way which does not 
violate the order relations ~IDong the reported discrepanCies; 
and which maps the modified configurPltion into the k 
space, and 3.) mensure the discrGpancy bGtwoen the modified 
configuration :md the originnl configuration. To this dis
crepancy some "goodness of fit" critorion like Krusknl's 
Stress (krusknl, 1968) is then applied, :md nn arbitrary 
judgment of the adequacy of fit is made. SeverPll routines 
for non metric MDS nre currently rw."ilable, the best known 
being Kruskal' s t1DSCAL (Kruskal, 1964,); Young-Torgerson' s 
Torsca (Young and Torgerson, 1967), and Guttman-Lingoes 
series ·)f non metriC progra-ls (Lingoes, 19'/2). 

In spite of the promise of the non metric techniques, 
all share a potentlally serious shortcoming: as Reichen
bach notes, in general a space of l' dimensions cannot be 
mapped one-to-·one into a space of k dimensions l"here 
k <: 1:. This means that, in general, no function relates 

the resultant cenfiguration to the original discrepnncies 
reported by the respondent. Although operations like those 
specified above fer the derivation of descriptive variables 
like velocity Rnd acceleration cnn be defined for the non 
metric spaces, no one-te-ono corespondence can bo established 
between such symbolic operations and the percoptiens of ob
servers. Thus nen 11.etric procedures leave rm inherent indeterm
inacy between the concepts nnd oporations of theory and the 
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perceptions of observers thnt is not present in metric 
models. Clenrly this is an undesireable state of affairs, 
emd in fact one that would not be tolerated at all except 
for the assumptio" of imprecision of the original discrep
ancy scores. Several arguments may be levelled against 
this assumption. 

Whatever error might OCCU1' in the discrepancy judg
r.J.ents of indiv!_duals must be, fi:::'st of all, error due to 
simple unreliabili'cy l'ather than systel.!latic biFls. Thisis 
clearly true, since the phenomena under study are perceptions 
of observers, and cri-cer:'.a fOl' systematic misestimates 
of perceived discreprtncies must assume the 0. priori exis
tence of "true perceived discrepancies" whose values are 
independent of the perceptions of human observers. In 
the s=e §. PF.!:.£!.t sense tha'c the defjni ti on of di screpancy 
is provided by the respondent rather than given by the 
SCientist, one cnnnot 'De systeMatically in error in report
ing one's perception. This would require not r.J.isperceiv
ing 'reality', but misperceiving one's own perceptions. 
In this inpol'tant sense, no systemntic error of estimnte 
could ever be . :etected, rtnd its exi stence or non exi stence 
becomes n ne'caphys~Lcal rlatter. 

One might argue, however, thFlt, nt leFlst in tho cnse 
of psychophysicnl measures (such 8.S loudness, distnnce, 
color, etc,) such a criterion exists. (Torgerson, 1958) 
Hhile initinlly appenllng, this view is nlso flawed. 

The development by scientists of n systenatic sym
bolic procedure throl,;.gh vJhich the observntions of obser
vers may be encoded enhances the observational capacity 
of the Observer, so that he/she may experience phenomena 
nore systenatically and more precisely than when obser
vations nre experienced nnd encoded by verr acular coding 
systeDs. Further;"io:ce, by pl'ecisely specifying the oper
ntional :::,u::'e by 'cvhicil observntions nre to be made, the 
scienti st standn;;'di.:es the observations of observers. 
He shoulCl. expect that, p:::'ior to tho deiTelopnent of n stan
dardized measuring :::,ule, Qifferent observers would differ 
widely onong theDselveG, even, for exnnple, nbout physical 
distances, and that establishment of the standard measure 
would crente in:';e:c·-obsel~ver correspondence. Tho importance 
of this stnndnTdiza'tion hEls seldoI'l boen fully recognized, 
and there is TenSOD to believe thnt it may be tho sole 
contribution of science to humnn understanding. 
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What We today call physical measures, such as distance, 
loudness, light intensity, and so on, are measures 
themselves developed by science, and qUite recently. It 
is a main thesis ef this paper that developing or 
learning such a system of r:easure "improves" the perceptual 
abilities of those who know the system, and, since it 
standardizes the ope~aticns of ebservation across observers, 
creates n consensual or "true" view, nlthough clearly the 
result is not a "true" view in a Metaphysical sense. 

Rather than serving ns a "true neasure" ngninst l'rhich 
psychological discriminations may be validated, physical 
measures of stimu1i ougrlt nore reasonnbiy be considered 
simply an alternative set ef procedures for observntion which, 
although more complete and nore conSistent, is not metn~ 
physically more "correct." It would be unlikely thnt ob
servations of the subject using more prinitive vernncular 
methods would yield results identicnl to these scientific 
procedures, but nenetheless these vernaculnr observations 
should net be Vi01'l'ed ns in errer in any n.bsolute sense. 

Vie might then expect thnt the development nnd disseM
ination of the mensurement methods described in this paper 
would not show their full effects inmedio.tely. The measurement 
methods described here, as is true of others, are not simply 
pnssive scnles upen which the perceptions of respondents 
nre prOjected, but rather serve themselves ns symbolic 
nechanisr:lS of perceptie:1. which alter the perceptu:).l abilities 
of the respondents. Thoy are constructed by the joint 
act of SCientist, who specifies the unit of measure and 
defines rules fer its application te perceptions, and the 
observer, who provides the referent (definition) for the 
standard unit. Prnctice in their use nnd co~nunication nbout 
their outcomes results in standardizntion of meaning =d 
perception in the sane way as vernacular linguistic synbols 
nro developed. Thus a physicnl scientist should be able to 
make distance jud~ents that are more nearly equivA.lent to 
those resulting from scientific procedures than those nade 
by non scientists, and surveyors should do bettor still. 
Similarly, nudiologists f~~iliar with the decibel scnle 
should be able to convert porcei veld loudness into sound 
intensi ty ( R "physicnl" mensure) insefar (1.S they nre 
f&.1iliar with the logistic relation between the two. 
Continued prRctice, both for the individual observer and 
the collective culture should yield increased correspondence 
among observers and over time. 
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He should not be surprized, ther0fol'0, if th0 im
mediate application of the procedures for measuring discre
pancy described here wDuld result initially in unreliable 
measures, just as we would not be surpl'ized if members of 
a mathematically naive cultu~e made unreliable ~easures of 
distance after a few minutes of instruction ~n surveying. 
\.,Te should expect, howevel', thnt the development of a cadre 
of scientists trained in the method, along with subsequent 
diffusion of th0 system through the eduoational system 
should result in increasingly preciso jua.gments of discrep
ancies by the population in genoral. 

Finally, even tho'",gh preci se ::md reliable Measurements 
of perceived discrep::mcies by indJ..vidunls mny be a long 
way off, nonetheless discrepnncy estimates averaged over 
a large sample of individunls cnn yield extreMely precise 
and reliable estimates ef discrepAncies as percoiv0d by that 
aggregate of peop:LO even now. (l'loofel, 1974; Barnett, 1972) 
These measures might welJ be seen as descriptions of discrep
ancies as seen by the culture frol"'! whon the snmple of indi
viduals is dral'm. Uhile we !'light hope that this theorY 
and its associated measureMent system CAn eventunlly serve 
as a precise tool for the allp.lysis of individual cognitive 
processes, it l'Tould seem to be fully able to sorvo now as 
a precise systeD fer the ::malysis of culturnl or macro
conmunication processes. In fnct, recent applications of 
thesetechniques to political proc0sses (Barnett, Serota ::md 
Taylor, 1974) Dass Dedin effects (Barnett, 1972), Cultural 
definitions of sex roles (&~ltiel, 1974), end eV0n individual 
cognitive processes (Marlier, 1974) hnve shown great promise 
even nt this enrly stnge. 

Should this line of reasoning prove correct, co~uni
cation scientists might well consider less l\Ti.llingness to 
settle fer the weaker ::md leE.;s satisfactory "lon motric ap
proach =d concentr"to greater effort on the nore difficult 
but potentic.lly more rewnrding task ofestnb1ishing mensures 
sufficiently precise -Co f'i t the ne'cric 1'10del. Perhaps nore 
inportantly, the development of n goneral theory of discrep
ency may well lave important consequences for physical science 
by providing a more comprehensive symbolic representation 
of the relationship of hUi"1nn observers to whnt ,~re now con
sidered physical phenomona. 
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